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Bears bowl bound
Chicago 'bears down' to take NFC Championship with a 24-0 victory over L.A., see page 16

Monday,)anuary

t 3, 1986

... wil l be mostl y sunny and colder with
highs in the uppe r 20s to low 30s .

Monday night will be fair and cold with
l ows in the teens.
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WASHINGTON (AP)-Armed Iranian navy
sailors searching for war goods bound for Iraq on
Sunday boarded an American merchant ship sailing
in international waters just outside the Persian Gulf,
the State Department said.
There were no injuries or loss of property -during
the two-hour search of the President Taylor, the first
U.S. flag ship to be stopped by Iran, which has been
fighting a five-year war with neighboring Iraq, said
department spokesman Bruce Ammerman.
After the search, the bulk cargo ship owned by the
American President lines, Ltd., proceeded to the port
of Fujaira, located on the Gulf of Oman in the
United Arab Emirates, Ammerman said.
"Although this incident is obviously of serious
concern, we have not yet met with the ship's captain
and ascertained the full facts of the case,'' he said.
The boarding party consisted of seven Iranians
who inspected the ship's manifest, said Richard
Tavrow, senior vice president and general counsel of
the Oakland, Calif.-based shipping company.
Tavrow said the President Taylor, a bulk cargo
ship that usually carries grain between West Asian
ports, was stopped by a single Iranian navy ship. The
ship, which normally has a crew of 40 to 45 seamen,
was carrying bags of grain when it was stopped, he
said.
"We're certainly concerned because we serve
Fujaira and we are a major U.S. line company,', '
Tavrow said. "To that extent we have to be very
concerned about anything" that interferes with
shipping traffic, he said.
None of the 23 ships operated by American
President Lines serve Iran or Iraq, Tavrow said.
The search marked "the first time that a U.S. flag
vessel has been stopped by Iran," Ammerman said.
"Iran. . .for the past approximately five months
has been conducting numerous visits and searches of
several neutral nation�' merchant ships," he said.

y views higher taxes as solution to budget deficlt

es are high in Charleston, and they' re going to

rse.

ask those in charge of the city.
ere's no way I want to raise taxes. Taxes here

high and there's still too much fat in the

"

leston Finance Commissioner John Winnett
those remarks last August when the first an
ment was made that a city budget crisis was at

Winnett promised to vote against both property tax
hikes and new taxes. And he did.
Taxes on phone, gas and electric bills and an in
crease in property taxes were proposed with Winnett
dissenting. But later the council joined him and
unanimously defeated the measures.
At the same time, though, all five commissioners
agreed that without additional revenues, the city
would have to cut back in some critical areas such as
fire and police protection.
Citizen suggestions-many of which were im
possible to implement-included looking to draw
services from Eastern to cover cutbacks.
Several said they believed the city could cut police
costs if Eastern's Campus Police would assist in
patrolling outside city drink i ng establis h ments .

then the city council led a hearing with
and projected a budget shortfall of $500,000
middle of this year.
that projection has been overshadowed by the
'to either replace or at least repair the Lake
Commissioners agreed that utilizing university
ton d am. That proj ect alone could cost the police would be desirable, however it was noted that
much as $2 milli on without state assistance, their duties 'Were to protect the students and state
sistant City Engineer Dan England.
property at E ast ern
lie Property ,Commissioner ·Ric.hard Corbin
o fflive
students
5 , 5 00
sorpe
Whil e
ed u p the council's sentiments Tuesday: " It's .campus-consequently . paying property taxes
a. matter of what k i nd of taxes you people through their rent-students were still outnumbered
.

"

the council first projected a deficit, Winnett
the strongest objections to raising taxes.

by citizens· at meetings as non-contributors and
liabilities.
Winnett said last year he agreed. "We have 10,000
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Scuce: Taxpayers' Federation of Illinois, 1986.
Figures•• for most up-to-date year, 1983. Figures represent the
peroent of fair C88h value of a home paid In property tax wHflOut
the homntead exemption of 1979.

students-you could say we're babysitting them.
They' re using every convenience and not paying for
it. "
While drawing heat from students,- Winnett's
statement echoed the con'cerns ·of citizens at the
August hearing, who were also opposed to the
'_ 'high" salaries being paid to top city officials.
They also expressed frustration that one of the
p i e c.- . i n
estate
real
l a r g e st
(See CITY •. page 8)

·
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Man sues over contest winnings
CHICAGO-If he lives to be 1 00, Frank Maggio will
never forget the weekend he scratched off $ 1 0 million in
contest entries. If Beatrice Companies Inc. has to pay off, it
ma never forget Frank Maggio.
"I've already learned that nothing is sacred, that money
changes everything," said Maggio, 23, a sales representative
from Decatur, Ga. • ti •ve also learned it' s �asy to spend what
you don't have. "
What Maggio doesn't have right now i s any o f the $ 1 6
million he claims h e earned b y breaking the pattern o f the
scratch-off cards in Beatrice' s " Monday Night Winning
Line-up" contest and completing 4,0 1 8 winning entries .
Breaking the contest was the easy part; collecting on it
could be tough. Beatrice cancelled the contest two weeks
ahead of schedule, triggering a lawsuit by Maggio.
"As soon as Mr. Maggio indicated he'd won millions and
millions of dollars," said Bill Blodget, West Coast
spokesman for Beattice. "we knew we had a problem . "
Maggio , who works fo r Proctor and Gamble Inc. ,
Beatrice's direst competitor, started playing the game in
mid-October when he grabbed 50 cards off a Beatrice
display rack at a grocery store.
Although he didn't crack the contest design for another
month, Maggio said he detected a pattern in that first batch
and within hours had won a color television set .
Beatrice cancelled the contest Nov. 29, nearly two weeks
before the Dec. 6 deadline set on the back of the game cards .
The promotion offered prizes ranging from food coupons to
a Super Bowl trip for eight in a private jet-or cash
equivalents.
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Boy beaten over AIDS virus fear
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The Daily

talks with President P. W. Botha that he
confident reforms to help ease the nation's
ternational debt problems were on the way.
Leutwiler was named intermediary in
tember after South Africa unilaterally sto
paying back $ 1 4 billion of its $28 billion fo
debt . He reiterated Sunday that un
apartheid was the key to restoring South Af
credit rating.
Police reported rioting in six black areas,
no new deaths to the estimated 1 ,000 kill
anti-apartheid violence since Sept. 3 , 1 984.
Under apartheid, the system of en�
segregation, about 5 million whites rule ov
million voteless blacks .
Going t o black townships was a
departure for Crocker, who usually restric
meetings to South Africa' s white leaders. H
met black leaders, but usually out of the
media' s gaze.·
Mayisa was active in Leandra and consid
supporter of the United Democratic Front
nation' s
largest
multiracial
anti-ap
organization.
Mayisa's son and other witnesses said
killers spoke Zulu and claimed to belong
hitherto unknown group called "Con
Residents" opposed to the DF.

THE HAGUE, Neth�rlands (AP)-A high
alert against possible Palestinian terrorist attacks
was expanded Sunday to include U.S. diplomatic
and commercial offices in the Netherlands, the
Dutch Justice Ministry said .
The access road to the front of the U . S .
Embassy i n The Hague was blocked b y sand
filled dumpsters at each end Sunday night, and
police converged within minutes to investigate
the flash of a photographer's camera.
Police presence was increased at the U.S.
consulate in Amsterdam, and police spokesman 1
Klass Wilting said other U . S . facilities were being
guarded.
.
The alert began Thursday in the Netherlands
and Scandinavia, when Interpol, the in
ternational police organization, warned that Abu
Nidal terrorist commandos might strike at any
time against Jewish or Israeli targets.
"There had been talk for a few days that
American targets could be endangered, "
ministry spokeswoman Toos Faber told the
Associated Press Sunday.
" But this morning it became more conclusive.
There has been an extension of the targets . ' '

Dutch authorities warned privately th
expanded alert made guarding all pot
American, Israeli and Jewish targets "pract
impossible. "
Scandinavian officials said their alert ha
been expanded to include American targets.
The U.S. government has blamed the
Nida! faction, a dissident offshoot of
Palestine Liberation Organization, .for
terrorist attacks that left 19 dead, inchidin
Americans, at airports in Vienna and Rome.
Ms. Faber declined to disclose further
of the Dutch response to the new threat, i
with an official policy of confidentiality on
matters.
A West German newspaper meanwhile
Sunday that Libyan leader Moammar. Kh
has ordered Palestinian gunmen to kill Fo
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher.
The Hamburg-published Bild am So
quoted unidentified "members of the
German government" as saying Bonn
received a warning from an Arab country
Genscher was in danger.

.
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JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP)-The
State Department' s top African expert toured
Johannesburg' s trash-ridden black townships
Sunday, hours after a black activist who was to
be one of his hosts was hacked to death by
political rivals.
Ampie Mayisa, 58, was chased from his home
in Leandra township 74 miles east of Johan
nesburg, and killed by about 10 blacks ranging in.
age from 1 6 to 30 about two hours after sundown
Saturday, according to his son, Joshua M �yisa,
and other Leandra residents.
On Sunday, Chester Crocker, assistant
secretary for African affairs, arrived for talks on
independence for South-West Africa,. also
known as Mamibia, and on the civil war in
Angola, which is related to Namibian issues .
Crocker was in Luanda, the Angolan capital , on
Friday.
He was tight-lipped while touring the rutted
streets of Kwa-Thema, Duduza and Katlehong,
slums east of Johannesburg .
"I am here to see and listen and communicate,
but not to make any press statement, " he said.
Of Mayisa's death, Crocker said only, "It w�s
terrible. "
In a separate development, Swiss banker and
mediator Fritz Leutwiler, who is trying to help
resolve South Africa's economic crisis, said after
·

·

,.
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Mob slays anti-Apartheid leader

i\ssociated Press

HOBART, Ind.-A 1 5-year-old boy whose test for ex
posure to the AIDS virus �as pos�tive was �bused ?Y ot�er
youths so viciously that hts family sent htm to hve with
relatives in Missouri, the boy's father said.
The unidentified boy, who was said to have been exposed
to the virus through hemophelia treatments, had to " fight
his wax in and out of his (own) house" after classmates and
Hobart residents began harassing him in October, the father
said.
;
" He ll
ht. He's just that kind of boy," said the father,
who spoke to the Gary Post-Tribune on condition that the
family not be identified. "But he isn't supposed to fight
because he's a hemophiliac."
One time, the man said, his son was hit "so hard that his
kidneys bled for days."
The son now lives with his grandparents and attends a
pub lic school in southwestern Missouri, where he has not
been bothered. School officials in Missouri know the boy's
health status, the father said.
The man said his son was barred from classes at Hobart
High School in the fall after a test showed that the boy had
been exposed to the AIDS virus. Medical authorities say a
positive reaction to such a test does not mean a person has
the disease, and the man said his son has shown no symp
toms .

i 986 '.
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BY CHRYSTAL PHILPOTT

I

Staff Writer

-i

One area business decided to turn
over a new leaf at the turn of the year
by changing its name.
, The 7-year-old Coles Count y
Federal Bank, located. at the corner of
Lincoln Avenue and University Drive,
now bears the name Champion
Federal.
Champion Federal, one of29 Illinois
branches of the Bloomington-based
firm, changed its name at all of its
locations.
Jane Popham, a savings counselor at
. the Charleston Champion Federal,
said, "The names were made generic
mainly for our customers. It was too
confusing with each one of our banks
having a different name. This way
we're more easily recognizable.
"The. name Champion seemed. to fit
with the (green .and white torch) logo
we had already been using," Popham
said.
"We use the color green because
psychologists say it makes people think
of money. And having one name for
all the banks makes it easier for us to
branch out even more."
Popham said Eastern· students
comprise the majority of Champion's
checking account business.
"I've been here long 'enough that
I've seen a lot of kids go through their
·

e temperatures were u n seasonably warm
, at least o n e person managed t o h o l d o n to

the winter spirit by ice fishing on the campus pon d .

dafy speaks of love and hate
an

t

leader extends invitation for Reagan visit

Libya (AP)-Libyan
ar Khadafy talked of
, love and hate from
headquarters, where an
and a feather duster
rafters and two camels

e.

, was in a relaxed mood
"th six female jour nalists
ch-colored head wrap,
e jumpsuit with a red
Jong, beige cape draped
ers, he i n t r od uced the
wife Safi:.
k colonel also extended
invitati on to President
haps best known in the
d for his harsh anti
d anti-Israeli rhetoric,
to offer that same
. glimpse of his human
a warm domestic back-

Although most of the substance of
his two-hour interview was not new,
the tone was decidedly soft for a man
who has often incited his people to
"eat the livers" of their enemies.
Palms outstretched and smiling
broadly, Khadafy responded, "Yes,
why not? " when asked if 'he would
welcome Reagan to his tent on the

·

grounds of his heavily fortified
barracks, where he works, relaxes and
entertains other world leaders.
Asked why he chose just women for
the interview, Khadafy said, "It is
becuase I encourage women to be free.
I feel women everywhere are oppressed
and I would like to see a world of men
and women equal."
A top female aide, Fatia Saker, said
Khadafy believed women had " more
power" to convince their audience and
could better grasp his complexities.
At about the same time, at another
site on the same barracks grounds, a
crew from the RAI Italian television

·

network ·was harassed by young
revolutionary guards who complained
bitterly about U.S. threa ts against
Libya.
The guards vowed any U.S. action
against Khadafy would be met by a
violent Libyan response against
Reagan, who h olds Khad afy four years of college. Once you 've been
respo ns ib le for Dec. 27 terrorist at-· with the kids all the while they're in
!acks at Rome and Vienna airports college, they kind of seem like sons an d

which left 19 people dead.
The crew had been promised a
Khadafy interview, but was not
allowed to film the encounter and
never met Khadafy.
Khadafy told his visifors, "-We have
no hostile intentions to do these
dangerous things against the United
States."
He said he would send Libyan
suicide squads into American streets
only in the case of American or Israeli
"aggression" against Libya.
"We want peace between all
nations,' ' Khadafy insisted.

_

�.

daughters to you."
Changing the name to Champion·'-·"'"
also meant changing. the panels on the
'
time and temperature sign in front of
the building. Popham said rather than
spend thousands on changing the name
on the old sign, the corporation
decided to make a cheaper investment
by trading the old sign for a new,
simpler one.
Popham said the money saved can
be put toward customer_ loans and
interest on accounts.
Popham said loaning money is
Champion' s biggest business.
·

·

.
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hus�and-wife team opts for more 'Hen' -pecking
Pantry, 200 E. Lincoln
r new management.
residents ·am and Dot
ho are also owners of the
Pantry in Mattoon, have
the store from Tom and
of Charleston.
he decided to sell the store
use of "all the hours that
n

·

were involved." He managed the st ore,
which is open 24 hours, with his wi fe.
The store was first offered to the
Hellands in mid-October when Craig
decided to sell.
Bill Helland said, "It was a real
compliment that they offered it to u s .
Generally speaking White Hen Pantry
owners only own one store and we
already owned the one in Mattoon. We

r college fres

(AP)-Fewer
hmen plan careers in
or engineering than a year
e number who consider it
t to make a lot of money
for the first time in 15 years,

says.
business remained the
major, students are
g to careers in education
·de baby boomlet creates a
rtage-a turnabout from a
"er, when there were more
jobs and few people were
field, the study found.
.
also found that while the
f the fresh men still consider
middle-of-the-r oad
·

had talked about another store-we . basically the same as it was prior to
just hadn't anticipated it w ou ld be this their purchase. They have, however,
one."
built an office area in back and moved

" The Hellands, who have owned the
Mattoon White Hen for three years,
plan to "joint-run'1 the -two stores to
avoid any competitive feeling within
the husband-wife partnership, Mrs.
Helland said.
He said they plan to keep the store

the Lotto tickets closer to the door.
He said the couple plans to place
emphasis on the s torf s deli.
"We sell over 1 ,000 deli sandwiches
a week in Mattoon. We want
Charleston to do even better than
that," Helland said .

� men planning computer-related careers-report.

politically, they have traditionaily
liberal views on such issues as disar
mament, military spending, taxes,
pollution and abortion.
The 1 64-page report being released

Monday
was
compiled
by . the
Cooperative
Institutional
Research
Program. It was sponsored by the
American Council on Education and
the University of California at Los
Angeles graduate school of education.
the study was based on surveys of
192,453 students, or a little over 1
percent of the fall 1985 freshmn class
of 1.66 million at 365 colleges and
universities.
One
of
the
most
surprmng
discoveries was the drop in interest in

computer and engineering fi elds.
"Th i s
declin ing
interest ·

in
technological careers stands in stark
contrast to the growing national
concern for increased technological
training and technological capacity in
the American workforce," the report
said.
Only 4.4 percent of the freshmen
indicated they intend to pursue careers
as computer programmers or analysts,
down from 6.1 percent in 1984 and a
high of 8.8 percent in 1982.
Freshmen interest in the biological
and physical sciences also waned
slightly, while the humanities gained.
, Business remained the most popular
·

major with 24.8 percent, up from 24
percent a year e arlier and 21.3 percent ·
in 1980.
The survey found 6.2 percent
planned on teaching careers, compared
to 5.5 percent in 1984 and an all-time
low of 4.7 J>ercent in 198� The highest
level was 23.5 percent in 1968.
The number of students indicating it
was essential or very important to be
financially well off declined slightly to
70.9 percent, reversing 15 years of
increases.
In 1984, the percentage was 71. 2
percent. But the new rate still remained
far above the record 1970 low of about
39percent.
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Reporter served Crow by wily cook'

About this time last semester, I was stiU reeling in
Shock.
.
In fact, I was writing in shock. Once again I'm in
that frame of mind, and the shock came from the
same place.
If you recall, I wrote about the earth-shattering
experience of an old chum winning the Illinoisan
dream-the Lotto. I told of my glazed eyes and
It always ended in the same fashion: glazed
distant thoughts at the mere thought of the prize.
a chorus of sighs, and all exhaling in unison: "
Seven point eight million.
point eight million."
That's ,enough to build a dome over Wrigley Field.
Well with everyone lending Nick money,
Or you could retire in England up the way from Paul jewelry, favorite phone numbers and drinks
and Linda. Or put the. entire Chicago City Council in first cash cameln,.-this reporter neglected to
Editorials represent
your hip pocket. And you'd have enough left to pay next step: call the lottery officials. But that whily
the majority opinion
yQur student loans. It's plain old enough.
had that one covered, too.
And
the
fantastic
thing
was
that
I
knew
the
crazy
_To me he said, "Zhimmy, I tell zhem not tog·
of the editorial board
guy who bought that $1 ticket to freedom.
my name and zhey don't. Like dat."
Yes, it was Nick the fast-order Greek cook who
So, tens of people flocked to lend money
could sling eggs faster than high schoolers on nouveau riche-Nick. And now .a Cadi de
The· Dally Eastern News
..
Halloween. He was an instant Greek god with all the jeweler, a hair stylist and tens of others are
Mo"day, January t 3, t 986
acoutraments-a goofy perm, a solid-gold ounce of for Nick. It turns out that he bought the ticket
medallion nestled in chest hairs in an open shirt; and after the drawing and covered the date w
a new Cadillac that broke down within a week.
showed it off.
And he never had to tell his wife, because she was
The oldest trick in the game is to make peo
still living in Greece.
important and then suck them in. Nick had a
Seven point eight million. Stop and think about it for Hoover in the Lotto ticket and caught half the t
a minute.
Mundelein off-guard. Hell, they all knew a g
Even though I initially picked up this piece via a won the Lotto, so they were all pseudo-cool.
third person, everybody readily verified the winning.
As a journalist, maybe the highest sin is biting
All the other workers and customers at the greasy story without verification. Well, i fell prey
. spoon were quick to add ingredients to the recipe of . temptation and sank my teeth in up to my laces.
success.
So I've learned my lesson and learned it
And Nick would add the seasoning.
didn't lose any money in the scam, just a ch
"Did you hear how he picked the numbers?" one pride. And if I'm eating some crow, it's b
would say. "He was in a hurry and got them off the was served to me by a cook with. a quick mind.
'
license plates at the liquor store parking lot."
I was going to call ol' Nick for a comment
For Eastern to create a secretarial pool for
"Did you hear how Nick was given a new 'Cadi' game, but I heard he had to skip town.
any other reason than to replace sick or until his winnings come in?" another said. "Wouldn't
Come to think of it, that's-0nly what I heard.
resigning
staff
members
would
be you just know it broke down already? (Laughs)"
Anyone got a quarter?
.
"I'm not sure, but I think he showed the winning -Jim Allen is the city editor and a regular co
questionable.
for.the Daily Eastern News.
It could be beneficial to have a pool that ticket to Jackie,:· still another would pipe in.
·-··- .

.

..

--· ·

.Offbeat:

Pool creation
questiorled for
possible abuse

·

secretarial
temporary
provide
replacements because .current university
policies prohibit faculty

would

Editorial

members from con
ducting interviews for .

new secretary until the former one has left.
A pool that would be operated in the same
manner as the substitute instructor program
would be ideal.
The pool's creation was first discussed by
Faculty Senate members Dec. 10.
However, to create a secretarial pool for
faculty instructional and publication needs
could easily create abuse of such a se rv ice
and cause instructors to neglect their
duties.
Although more research is needed into
the feasibility of such a program before a
decision can be made, the quality of time,
not the quantity of time, instructors ·spend
with their work is important.
Budgeting time to have room for all work
that needs to. be completed and ranking it
according to importance must be done by
instructors and students alike, who want to
make it from one semester �o the next.
Instructors have always completed the
majority of their own secretarial work in.
past, so why the request for the pool's
creation?
If instructors are given the pool they
'
request, would they spend the time they
usually spend typing better preparing for
·class, or would they take an extra coffee
break?
If the pool is made, who would pay for it?
Woulq student fees or tutition be increased
again or would it come out of the teachers'
pockets? When a student has someone else
do his clerical work, he pays a specific rate
according to the number of pages being
typed, will instructors have to do the same
thing?
And if instructors are given a place to
have their typing and filing done for them,
.Y would it be wrong that students request the
same kind of consideration?
·

·

·

Your turn
Club resolves to keep

old values, create new goals
Ed ito r :

This is the time when people and organizations
re-affirm old values and esfablish new goals in the
interest of a bright and shiny future. The Eastern
Illinois University Shudo-Kan Karate Club assumed
this same goal late last year. We have re-affirmed
our values under the title of Charleston Shudo-Kan
Karate Club. We started this name and are
returning at. a request of instructors and members
alike.
In again becoming an off-campus organization we
regain old assets and begin new goals. Some of
our old and new assets include:
•Membership in the National Karate Association
•Self-jurisdiction in club activities
•Community service opportunities
•Personal growth and understanding.
Regaining these opportunities gives the
Charleston Shudo-Kan Karate Club a. bright and
·

shiny futu re. Those interested in their new
contact John Patterson at 345-37 48, Har
Wissell at 581-3662, Pat Wissell at 581·
stop by the basement of the Wesley Foun
from 3 to 5' p . m . on Mondays or Wednes

Harold Wissell
President
Shudo-Kan Karate Club

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News welcomes lett
editor from any reader addressing issues
the campus community.
The name and telephone number of at
author must be submitted with each lett
editor.
Only the first three names from letters
more than three authors will be publish
further specified.
Letters should not exceed 2 50 wo

··Monday, anuar

13,

1986

State probes
inmate death
'

followin g r iot
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done by Gradl!ate Assistant Ling Xiang Ye

the mayor's office in the Charleston

·

rk by local artists, is on
\Jie Charleston Municipal
20 Jackson Avenue.
ibit includes work by
artists and wC';-lc done
who practice art as a
Milburn Smith, a local
oversees the project.
T IO is a two-year-old
nded to help boost the

·

X.;:_:;�:':.

Municipal Building as part of the city's Cityart program
which lets local artists' work be shown.

y art exhibition displays local talent
T 10, the 1 0th monthly

-.�+

MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo editor

interest of art in the area. The
exhibit was originally started by the
Association
Art
Charleston
Co.uncil, an organization involving
local artists.
January's exhibit includes oil
paintings and watercolors from
various artists in Coles County. One
of the featured artists for the month
of January is Ling Xiang Ye, a
graduate assistant in the Art
Department at Eastern. Ye is from
Shangai, China.

The art exhibit varies each month.
Local artists who have been heard
of by "word of mouth," are the
backbone for the exhibits, Smith
said.
The idea behind the CITYART
program is for "anybody, who has
painted and wants to show it, to
show it," Smith said.
The exhibit is also to "make
people feel good" about their
community and the opportunities
involved, he said.

PENDLETON , Ind. (AP)-Inmates
were confined to their cells Sunday at
the Indiana State Reformatory after a
riot by pns1oners armed with
"anything they could get their hands
on," left one inmate dead, authorities
said .
Five guards and about a dozen
inmates wre injured in the disturbance
Saturday night at the maximum
security prision.
Prison officials had heard rumors
there would be. trouble, and extra
corrections officers were on duty when
fighting broke out and inmates took
over the gymnasium and one cellblock,
said Craig Hanks, assistant superin
tendent of the prision.
He said authorities had heard
rumors about a possible gang fight; but
he couldn't �ay what caused the
outbreak, which lasted nearly two
hours and was quelled with tear gas
and a charge by heavily armed
correction officers.
"We kept hearing· these (rumors) all
week, and felt that, and I'm certainly·
glad - we did that we had to be
cautious," Hanks said. "When we
hear rumors, we worry."

rmers take the spotlight in Opryland auditio�s
cers and musicians have a chance to
tlight this week.
tative from Opryland theme park in
n. will conduct auditions Wednesday
and Friday in Carbondale, said Kim
s, of Opryland's public relations
·

·

s are part of a 29-city tour that began
to sco
. ut new talent.
is seeking 350 singers, dancers, dance
nists, musicians; stage managers and

technicians for shows. One show will be, a major
stage production called "Music! Music! Music!" and
another show which will be performed on Opryland's
showboat, the General Jackson.
No appointments are necessary for the open
auditions, Middlebrooks said.
Gerald Sullivan, chairman of the theatre arts
department, said, "It's a good opportunity because
literally thousands of people go to the auditions.
"Students usually are afraid of the competiton
because of the great number of people, but it's a
good experience," Sullivan said.
People �uditioning for singing positions are ex-

pected to perform three musical numbers that
demonstrate ability to handle ballads and upbeat
selections.
+
.,.
Dancers will be asked to perform a one-minute
routine, and pianists are required to audition and
bring a resume with references.
Persons applying for stage manager and technician
positions also must present resumes and will b e
interviewed at the auditions.
Performers who are selected will begin rehearsals
as early as Feb. 1 or as late as May 1 7 .
Show productions are scheduled to begin as early
as March 1 and others as late as June 7.
�

CHEVROLET---
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your away
m-home cleaning .,,
needs, see the
!!'
specialists in

or all

!

deaning!

*

ated on S. 4th St. around the curve

DELTA SIGMA PI

Professional Business Fraternity
Spring Rush
STARTS
Wednesday, Jan. 15, 1986
Wa�h the Eastern News for
more details
• • •

,Ilk=::·

__

•

.

Monday,

January 1 3 � 1 �8-6

A ·NEW PLACE
· TO PAY·YOUR PHONE BILL ·

S E M I N A R .S

RESUME WRITING

The Illinois Consolidated

Casey Room - University Union

Telephone Company Office

in Thomas Hall has moved to the

January 16
January 17
January 22
January 23 .
January 24

Cons.,olidated Communication Center

The last day of business at Thomas Hall was Dec . 20

There will still be a drop off box at the
Cashier's Stand � Student Union

!
·

l

and

805 7th Street

This move has been made as the first step in updating
the billing procedure for student accounts. New bills
will include a computer payment card and it will be
important · the entire bill be paid at the same time to
· avoid confusion. -

·

INTERVIEWING

'

Casey Room University Union
-

·

The Consolidated Communication Center
is located at 638 ·w. Lincoln (next to
Baskin Robbins in the West Park Plaza) .
Store hours : 8 : a. m . - 6 p�m. Mon . - Fri .
9 a . m . - 5 p :m. Sat .

3:00 p.
2:00 p.
4:00 p.
1:00 p.
Noon

Thur8day
Friday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

,

·

·

Noon
3 :00 p .
3 :00 'p .

.Friday
Wednesday
Thursday

January 1 7
January 29
January 30

.

Telephone number for questions
regarding EIV student billing

Sponsored by the
CAREER PLANNING

CENTER
Student Services Building
PLACEMENT

345-9971
\ llinois Consolidated

I

l

5 8 1 -24 1 1

'Telephone Company

Our three-year and

-

Lake Land Extension Cou rses
at C harleston H i g h Sc hool

two-year scholarships won't

I

. I

make college easier. .

Dale Alexander, Coordinator ( 2 1 7 - 34 5 - 3 8 1 8)
Reg istration : Beg i n n i n g Jan . 1 3
· at first class meetin g i n assigned room
COURSE

01 008

1 2 1 00

I

!

I

I .

scholarship yo could finish on one . Army
�
ROTC scholarships pay for full tuition and
for

educational . fees

textbooks . Along with up t�

and

$ 1 ,000 a year.

et �ll the facts . BE ALL YOU CAN BE .
Any questions , contact
Captain Miller at 58 1 -5944

CR

DAYS

BLOG/RM

TIME

CA GEN EDUC DEVEL I

I NSTRUCTO R
�

LT

3.0 M

7 :00-9:45 PM

CS 30 1

PEARY M

CA BIO-SCIENCE I

LT/LB

4.0 M

8 : 00· 1 0 : 30 PM

CS 208

ADKINS J

15 1 1 0

CA BEG TYPEWRITING

LT

3.0 M

6 : 30·9: 1 5 PM

CS 308

HENCKEN M

15 1 1 1

t;A ADV TYPEWRITING

LT

3.0 M

8 :30·9: 1 5 PM

CS 306

STAFF

LT

4.0 T

6:30· 1 0: 1 0 PM

CS 304

JOHNSON W

CS 308

GREGG C

8 : 30·9: 1 5 PM

CS 308

WANSERSKI L

1 5 1 23

CA BEG SHORTHAND

1 5 1 51

CA FINANCIAL ACCTNG

LT/LB

1 5 1 52· CA MANAGERIAL ACCT

LT

3.0 R

LT

3.0 W

8:30·9: 1 5 PM

CS 305

MAZIARZ M

LT

3.0 W

8 : 30·9:1 5 PM

CS 304

BAO E RIC J

C A BUS STATISTICS

3.0 W

6:30- l O : l O PM

DATA P ROCESSING
25 1 52

CA INTRO/BUSINESS D P

O

ENG LIS H

K

38 1 20

CA COMPOSITION I .

LT

3.0 M

8 : 30- 9 : 1 5 PM

CS 408

WISEMAN N

40 0 1 8

CA BASIC JOB SEEK SKIL

LT

1 .0 M

8 : 00-8 :50 PM

CS 303

P E ARY M

LT

2.0 T

LT

3.0 W

6 : 30-9 : 1 5 PM

CS 305

SCHAFFER J

LT

3.0 M

6:30-9: 1 5 PM

CS 304

CONNER C

LT

3.0 W

8 : 30·9: H 5 PM

CS 307

CLARK D

G E � E RAL STU D I ES

H EAi,. TH E DU CATIO N
44 1 20

CA HUMAN HEALTH

8 :00· 7 : 40 PM

CS 303

HOME ECONOMICS
46 247

allowances

TYPE

BUSINESS

Even if you - · didn' t start college on a

I
I

COURSE NAME

BIO-SCIENCE

1 5 28 1

I

SEC

ADULT EDUCATION-ABE/G ED

Juste�ier to pay for.
!

.

CA FAMILY RELATIONS

LAW_ ENFORCEMENT
55 1 50

C A INTRO/CRIMINAL JUST

LITER�TURE
59 1.30

INTRO TO UTERATURE

MATHEMATICS
63 1 30

CA COLLEGE ALGEBRA

LT

3.0 M

6 :3Q-9: 1 5 PM

cs·305

BIRCH P

63 1 40

Cl INTRO/BASIC PROORM

LT

2.0 M

6 :3Q- 1 0: 1 0 PM

CS 3 1 2

MIUER C

63 1 4 1

C S ADV BASIC PROGRM

LT

1 .0 R

6 : 30·8 : 1 0 PM

83 2 1 0

CA FINtTE MATHEMATICS

3.0 T

8:30-9: 1 5 PM

CS 305

BOFIOUGHSC

63 2 1 1

MATH ANALYSIS

CS 305

SVENOSEN E

LT
LT

3.0 W

� 31 2

8:30·9: 1 5 PM

MIUER C

SOCIAL SCIENCE
86 231

CA l'IWll ECON VMACRO

LT

3.0 M

66 2 7 1

CA INTR/PSYCHOLOGY

86 272

LT

3.0 T

CA ADVANCED PSY

LT

3.0 M

6:30·9 : 1 5 PM

86 2 4

CA CHtLD

LT

3.0 R

8 : 3Q-9: 1 5 PM

86 278

CA FAMILY RELATIONS

LT

3.0 W

LT

3.0 T

8 : 30·9: 1 5 PM

i

DEVELOPMENT

6:30·9 : 1 5 PM
6:30-9: 1 5 PM

8:30-9 : 1 5 PM

.

CS 306

WALKER O

CS 306

FOREMAN T

CS 1 0 1

FOREMAN T

LEXANDER J

CS 1 0 1

A

CS 305

SCHAFFER J

CS 30 1

HOL

SPEECH
88 1 1 1

CA PUBLIC SPEAKING

VOCATIONAL SKILLS

LADA B

94 020

Cl INTRO/OPERAT

LT

2.0 R

8 : 30· 1 0 : 1 0 PM

CS 3 1 0

MIUER C

94 022

C5 MICRO FIELD APPL

LT

2.0 R

6 : 30'. 1 0 : 1 0 PM

GS.3 1 0

MIUER C

'
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rt co u n ci l i riter.n

i n g C h icago post
student was· recently
of the first Illinois Export
t Internships.
dall Stearns started his
International Division of
t of Commerce and
y
Affairs in Chicago
e 14 Illinois schools par
the program, Stearns was
r students awarded an insaid he was happy to have
for the internship.
bad posters arounci the
about the middle of last
I applied," he said. "We
lications sent to the state,
ose me. I'm very happy to
he said last week.
works for companies that
exporting but are currently
now we are organizing
Jim Thompson' s '.rip to
have to contact communities
ment officials, and set up
nts," Stearns said.
m is expected to work a 40
k. He will earn more than
h month.
;i>rogram lasts six months,"
"d. "I'd like to stay longer
t, hopefully through the
, but that is !-:!_P to the state. "

. Ron Gjerde, the legal counselor of
the lieutenant governor's office, was
enthusiastic about the new internship.
Gjerde said, "The internship was
created by a bill in response to the
Illinois Export Council and was passed
last spring. It' s just getting underway.
The first participants started this last
week. The whole selection went pretty
well.
"It is not only benificial to the
student, but to the 1 ,200 to 1 ,500 small
businesses of Illinois that could be
exporting . and are not. This will help
them with their export capabilities,' '
Gjerde said.
The selection process is done
through the school and the state,
Gjerde said. "The University does the
screening. They send the approved
applications to us, and we submit them
to the appropriate government
agencies," he said.
Stearns had also received an in
ternship offer from the Department of
Agriculture, but he had already ac
cepted the one offered by the Illinois
Export Council.
Judy Hofstrand, assistant to the
dean for administration, was in charge
of the nomination of Stearns. Hof
strand said· they nominated the student
who could do the best work.
She said applications for a Small
Business Internship are due by March
1 , and can be picked up in Blair Hall.

"where the
books are"

1
!

!.

THE SALE GOES ON
READY for WELLNESS? Your SEXUALITY ? OBSCURE DESTINIES? (who isn't!)
•

•

•

REMEMBER! !

'TAKING TEN ' at our FIRST WEEK SALE lets YOU TREAT YOURSELF to an extra Coke?
beer? Our great DROSIE or LINDT CHOC BARS? OR ," THINK BIG" (any MICROCOM-

PUTER etc) & aim for a bucket of Spaghetti? A Nighthawk special?

You CAN ENJOY YOUR SA VIN GS (through Jan. 15) AT

4 1 6 6th St . Charleston
Next to Coach Eddy's

akfast Special
Waffle Plain

·

w /Free

Mon.-F ri. 1 0-5
Saturday 1 0-4
Ph. 345-{,()70

-

Drink

. . . . 99¢

one FREE DRINK

THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP
Sixth & Buchanan "One Block North of Old Main "
REMEMBER TOO : The Sale goes on (even longer) for late-arrivals! STRUCTURAL
GEOLOGY is due! MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MGT SCIENCE is too!
EVERGREEN (assigned late) is lOOJo off all week ! SO! Keep in Touch (& Save! )

BS , BA & BSB Place ment Meetings

per Special

January 1 3 ; Monda y - 4 p·. m . - Charleston-Mattoon Room
January 14, Tuesda y- 3 p . m . C harleston-Matto on Room
January 1 5 , Wedne sday- 2 p . m . Arcola- Tuscola Room

*Ham or Turkey.
lied high w /lettuce
ato , mayo , sprouts

d choice of cheese
lso w I potato chips

ow

.

GET YOUR CARE ER IN GEAR
ATIE ND PIACEMENT MEETINGS

.....,

ch Special
w I Any Sandwich

* Baked Potato .
cheese & bacon bits

•

. .......:....:.++:..:.+4�
- ,...���...c��..
�............>'

----

. . . . $ 1 . 99

.
.

�

Teach er Certifi cation Meeti ngs
· BS in ED . , BS & BA With Teac her Certfication
.

1 .25 reg , $ 1 . 99

I

.

All meetings will be held in the
Arcola- Tuscola Room of the University Union
January 14
Tuesda y
9 : 00 a .. m .
January 1 5
Wedne sday
3 : 00 p . m .
January 3 1
Friday
Noon

A nyone who expects to finish the requirements for a degree by the end of the Summer Term
, 1 986, who has not
registered for placement should attend one of the meetings listed above . If placement registration
Is delayed one year
beyond graduation, a fee of $25. 00 is charged to register for placement.

Monday, January

City_
:

_
_
_
_
_

from page 1

1 3 � 1 986 .

Col u mbia soars i nto flig

after seven la unch delay

ticket" items such as autos and mobile
Charleston-Eastern-was untaxable.
Citizens suggested ways in which homes.
He said they will also look at making
students could pay "their fair share. "
And i t was then that sales taxes were medicine exempt.
SPACE
CENTE R ,
H ouston by dish satellites as small as three
" It's either sales (taxes) or utility
suggested; While regressive, sales taxes
The company is paying $ 1 4.2
were seen by most citizens and council (taxes) and that was the general feeling (AP)-Shuttle Columbia and its sevenmel\lbers at the hearing as a- way to of the entire council, " Lanman said. man crew soared smoothly into orbit to launch the craft, helping to pa
patch the city' s finances while gar " I hate to be abrupt, but it boils down Sunday, overcoming a record number of the $ 1 50 million that Colu
of false starts, and then sent the flight will cos t t he Na
to that."
nering student contributions.
As fa r as keeping business in world's most powerful commercial Aero nautits
Now only one�oadblock remains for
and
S p ace
the city to clear the way for sales taxes: Charleston, Lanman said residents are communications satellite spinning off ministration.
not likely to travel to Mattoon for food into space.
In contrast to some
home rule.
Columbia, kept earthbound through launch days, even the
Without home rule status, the city and smaller purchases.
" If you're walking down on the seven launch delays since Dec. 1 8 , Cape Canaveral was crystal
cannot lawfully tax retail sales as
commissioners have desired. To gain square and see a pair of shoes for $70, I climbed flawlessly through a blue Sunday. " I think we' ve got a
home rule, Charleston' s voters must . doubt anyone' s going to Mattoon to Florida sky from the Kennedy Space today," mission · commander
Center and left a smoke trail tinged Gibson said as he boarded Colu
save 70 cents," Lanman said.
approve it by referendum.
The Illinois Constitution provides
The countdown to launch pr
In addition, he said he agreed that crimson and white by the rising sun.
It was the first of 1 5 shuttle launches without a flaw, and Columbia
automatic home rule privileges for any the sales tax was_ a way to get the
scheduled in 1 986, expected to be the off on schedule at 6:55 a.m .
municipality or county with a . students to help pay "their fair share.
carrying seven astronautes, incl
population of 25 ,000. But governments
" I' m not knocking the college- kids, nation's busiest year in space.
Nine and a half hours later, the congressman whose district i
with fewer residents can only gain the but their main purchases are food and
j unk food. When you go to buy a astronauts sent signals to eject the $50 Cape Ca,naveral.
status by referendum.
The weather was so clear t
Tuesday, the council voted to place hamburger, that 2 cents won't hurt you million RCA Satcom KU- 1 satellite
from Columbia's cargo bay.
servers on the ground could
the home rule question .on the March much, but it'll help us a lot. "
The crew reported the satellite shuttle' s two solid fuel booster
primary ballots, and from· here the
Lanman and Public Health and
city's work will be in informing the Safety Commissioner Bruce Scism seemed to spring out on its own two fall away two minutes after laun
" Welcome to space," said
public.
have both said they want a .5 to 1 seconds earlier than expected, but
. Public Works Commissioner Wayne percent sales tax. Scism has said, in space officials said this would present Control as Columbia settled into
mile-high orbit.
Lanman agreed the greatest task ahead addition, that if he sees it to be ex no problem.
cessive after six months, he would vote
An automatic timer on the Satcom , " Columbia's looking good,'
of the referendum is educating voters.
was to fire a rocket engine to start the Gibson.
" I 've been making people ask me to drop it by a few tenths of a percent.
It was the first flight for Colu
what they wonder about what extra
Len Adams, of the Taxpayers' · 2-ton satellite toward its permanent
power (home rule) gives the city , " Federation of Illinois, said Wednesday working orbit 22,300 miles above the more than two years. The er
flagship of America' s fourLanman said.
that home rule historically precec,ies tax Earth.
RCA officials said the Satcom will shuttle · fleet, was returned t
"And I just tell them, ' I f it gets out increases.
'
of hand, they can always recall us. ' "
Adams said such referendums be capable of providing video and factory for overhaul and install
The disadvantages and t h e ad usually mean the city is looking for audio communications for all of the · new equipment after a Decemb
United States except Alaska, delivering flight.
vantages, Lanman said, are the details new tax optic;ms.
But while many cities turn to home a signal powerfol enough to be received
included in a pamphlet outlining the
city's financial situation and home rule for help, one block of voters
rule. That pamphlet was expected to be recently repealed it, Adams noted.
, -*-'"·'' - "/"•'
-: : ,
'''· {·!"""
mail,ed late last week to all water
A citiz ens' group in Rockford
*
successfully led voters to repeal home YOU SAY TH•R•'S llO CUTI•
customers.
O he disadvantage the council will try rule there, which he believes could THAT CALLS YOU A -UTY7
•o o•• TO CALL YOU TH•IR O.. ,
I
to avoid , Lanman said , is overtaxing place the city in financial peril.
..LL YOU"Vll GOT 011• LAST RUB
FRE� JAZZERCIS
and driving consumers to Mattoon's
Generally, though, cities with home A JIMMY JOHN'S SUB
FOR TWO.
mall. To avoid this, he said, the rule are safe from repeal so long as it is. - A HUC •llOll YOU• -A -Cll llOll8 I
council will probably exempt " big- not abus ed , he sai d .
OR
1
·

-

·

DEPRESSED

I
JIMMY JOHN·s
GOURMET SUBS

-wru. BRING 'EM TO va··

Become a
photog ra pher
tor
The Daily
Eastern News.

' •J•lZ7Rt'(•t.

345·1 075 1
o
0

Ea rn a - p e n n y

���.A

l"'\i,�

Offer expi res Jan. 3 1 , '86
New participants ohly
Partici pati ng locations only

I

1

Call for class i nformation alnd I

345-1 626

th ro u gh

I

The Daily

Attend a meeting
at 6 p . m .
TONIGHT
in Buzzard North Gym .

TWO TRIPS
JUST FOR YOU.

1·

Eastern N ews
c l assified s!

Mon.

... ....

....

'

Sat. 9:00 a.m.

I

·

Mon. 7:00 p.m. & Wed. 9:1 5
JUNIORS: Sat. 10:1 5 a.m.

�

-

-

-

'

�·
,�_,/
·

& 5:

I LIGHTER SIDE CLASSES:
,1_ -

. . ...

& Wed. 4:30 p.m.

I Tues. & Thu r. 9:1 5 a.m. & 6:

\)\SIGMA PI·
Rush Function

Miniature Golf
at the House
(956 6th St.)
Tee off at 8 : 00 p .m·.

Call 345-9523 or
348 -8009 for information

·

It's WAR

Against
WESTERN IL
TONIGHT • 7:30 p. m.
.

_Lantz Gym

" Bring a Towel to Wave"

Gates open at 6 : 30 - Don't be late !
\

.

.

iN e w b u s i n ess caters

;

to brides an d mothers

.."1'

•

By WILLIAM HEUERMAN

Staff writer

A new business out of nearby Toledo
is looking to cater to brides and
mothers-to-be. Literally.
"Tote-A-Shower" is designed to
supply engaged couples or couples
planning to have children with com
plete package bridal and baby showers.
Owner Kathy Black said the idea for
the business came to her after putting
together a shower for a friend.
The hassles of getting all the party
favors, invitations, games and prizes
were more than she and some friends
had bargained for, Black said.
And with the organizational chores ;
it's always -difficult to split the costs,
she said.
. Thus, the headaches proved to be the
impetus behind crafting the se rvice
provided by her business.
With Tote-A-Shower, Black said all
the organizers need to do is provide her
with a guest list. from there, all of the

*
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EASTERN ILLINOIS UN IVERSITY BOARD PRESENTS

JOHN CAFFERTY &
THE BEAVER BROWN BAND
WITH

SPECI AL GUEST FLASH KAHAN

Friday, Jan. 24, 8:00 PM
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CERT-= • .

�IN �O
. h
p1tc ers

.

Looldng for something you lost?
Lost/ Found ads run FREE fo r three days
For Information , Ca/1 58 1 -28 14

moves in for the tackle on Chris Head while the the two take
of the weekend's warm temperatures by playing foQtball on the
fields near the cam us ond Saturda .

00

"
'

*

*

spring practice

ay- Monday

individualized invitations are ad
dressed and mailed.
If needed, Tote-A-Shower can also
provide tables and chairs, tablecloths,
napkins and other items.
But beyond her service, Black said
she is looking to expand by fran
chising. With a set-up compara ble to
those made popular by Avon, Mary
Kay and Amway, she said she' s of
fering a new twist.
Black said for $ 1 00, an entrepreneur
gets an exclusive territory where they
are ex p ected to provide T o t e- A 
Shower. So far, she said, c h cre is n o
franchise in Charleston.
The showers are marketed, she sai d,
as · having a warm, country at
mosphere. Hand-made decorations
a n d p r i z e s f o r g a m e s ar·e
provided-most of tq em made by the
salesperson.
The handcrafted items help create a
market for the craft items as well as
Tote-A-Shower, she said.
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Help Wanted-

Dig est

1

Think Summer Now! Summer
jobs are getting more and more
difficult to find . However, if you
join the Illinois National Guard
before Apr 1 • we'll- guarantee
;you a summer job for the next
two summers paying you at
least $ 1 1 00 per summer! Plus
••••••!Ill---••- you'll receive free college
tuition $ 5000 for educational
�.
· expenses, and other great
1
0:00
p.m.
benefits. If you are 1 7 years
4:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
old or older call us now at 2 58·
2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News
2-Jeopardyl
2-Happy Days
638 1 or toll free 1 -800-252·
9-WKRP in Cincinnati
�uincy
3-PM Magazine
2972. Shake off those winter
1 2--0octor Who
9-Transformers
9-College Basketball
blahs! Think summer!
38-Twilight Zone
1 2-3-2- 1 Contact
1 Q-Price is Right
______ 1 / 1 7
1 0:30 p.m.
1 5-Diff'rent Strokes
1 5-Wheel of Fortune
Drivers for Domino's Pizza,
2, 1 5-Tonight
1 7-Love Connection
1 7-Newtywed Game
must have valid drivers license,
8:35 p.m.
3-Mash
38--1 Dream of Jeannie
car insurance, own car . Must
5-Sanford and Son
9-Trapper John, M . D .
be willing to work nights. Start
·
4:05 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
at minimum wage plus com
1 0-Remington Steele
5-Leave it to Beaver
mission . 6 1 1 Seventh St.
2, 1 5-TV's Bloopers &
1 2-Movie: "It's Showtime . "
4:30 p.m.
______ 1 / 1 4
Practical Jokes
( 1 976) Clips o f Hollywood's
2-People's Court
MODELS NEEDED: MALE
3, 1 Q-Scarecrow and Mrs.
most successful scene
9-G. I . Joe
OR FEMALE MODELS FOR
King
stealing
animal
stunts
include
1 0-WKRP in Cincinnati
LIFE DRAWING CLASS 2 : 001 2-Wonderworks
Lassie and Rin Tin Tin.
1 2-Sesame Street
4 : 00 MWF. IF INTERESTED,
1 7-Hardcastle and Mc
1 7-WKRP in Cincinnati
1 5-Jeffersons
CALL
58 1 -34 1 0
TO
Cormick
38-Jimmy Swaggart
1 7-Entertainment Tonight
ARRANGE INTERVIEW.
38-Children of the
1 1 :00 p.m.
______ 1 / 1 3
38-Flying Nun
Brokenhearted
3-Hart to Hart
4:35 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
1 7-Nlghtllne
5-Rocky Road
•
Rides/Riders
5-NBA Basketball
3�upermodel of the World
5:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
1 1 :30 p.m.
2 , 1 0-News
Commuters interested in
2 , 1 5-Movie: "Fatal Vision, "
2, 1 5-Late Night with David
3-Newscope
·
sharing rides from Paris area
conclusion . Now convinced
Letterman
9-Good Times
call 269- 2 1 9 2 .
that his former son-In-law is a
9-Movie: "Sehara." ( 1 943)
1 5-Jeopardy!
______ 1 / 1 5
murderer, Freddy Kassab
Superior war yarn about an
1 7-People's Court
pursues
a
single-minded
American
tank
crew's
battles
38-Let's Make a Deal
quest to have him brought to
against Nazis, desert sands
5:05 p.m.
Roommates
trial.
and lack of water.
5-Down to. Earth
___
3, 1 0-Kate & Allie
1 7-0ne Day at a Time
5:30 p.m. ·
N
EEDED:
ONE
ROOMMATE
1 2-Championship Ballroom
1 1 :40 p.m.
2 , 3 , 1 0, 1 5 , 1 7-News
TO SHARE A HOUSE. OWN
1
7
,38-Movie:
"The
Right
of
1 0-Movie: "Lois Gibbs and
9-Jeffersons
B E D R OO M ,
CLOSE
TO
the People. " .
the Love Canal . " ( 1 982)
1 2'-Nightly Business Report
CAMPUS, $ 1 40.00/MONTH ,
8:30 p.m.
Marsha Mason plays the
38-Perfect Match
UTILITIES INCLUDED. CALL
3, 1 0-Newhart
Niagara Falls, NY housewife
JOHN 348-8990.
5:35 p.m.
______ 1 / 1 3
9-0dd Couple
· who sP.981'headed a battle
�fe at Home
Roomate needed for Spring
9:00 p.m.
over toxic wastes buried near
8:00 p.m.
Semeste r .
Big
spac ious
3 , 1 0-Cagney & Lacey
her home.
2-Wheel of Fortune
house- close to campus. First
9-News
1 1 :45 p.m.
3, 1 5 , 1 7-News
mo. payed for-rent $ 1 5 5 . 00
9:20 p.m.
5-Movie: "Lightning Strikes
9-Barney Miller
included all utilities. Call 3455-Movie:
"The
Lusty
Men
.
"
Twice. " ( 1 9.5 1 ) An actress
1 D-Newtywed Game
1 37 8 .
( 1 952) Excellent tale o f love
falls for a rancher accused of
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer
______ 1 / 1 3
and glory on the rodeo circuit.
his wife's murder.
Newshour
MALE
SUBLEASER
NEEDED. Youngstown Apt.
9:30 p.m.
Midnight,
38-Entertainment Tonight
$ 1 3 5/month
1
Rom mate
9-INN News
3-More Real People
8:05 p.m.
. needed to live with 3 others.
1 2-Monteith & Rand
1 7-News
5-Mary Tyler Moore
345- 7805 or 348- 5304 .
______ 1 / 1 4
Student
seeking
male
7 Acqui red
37 Youth ' t w i x t 1 2
66 Cordel i a ' s s i re
ACROSS
Roommate. Beautiful Apart
8 C u rves
and 20
67 Christie's
1 Ness or
ment at 1 542 4th St. no. 5 .
9 I nert gas
39 Didn ' t m a ke
" And Then .
Lomond
1 50/mo. rent. N o utilities
1 0 She-only
the grade
, There Were
5 " -- Love
..
included. Across from Pem
shindig
44 Not a one, i n
berton Hall. Must see to
Song" : 1 929
1 1 S k i l led
Appa lachia
68 Seed coat
believe . Call 345-2320 day or
1 0 Knife handle
12 G ives the ax
47 "
69 Author Ferber
n ig ht.
1 4 Yearn
1 3 Peevish
M i s behavi n ' , "
•_____ 1 / 1 3
15 Worship
_____
1 9 Ready to pick
1 929 song
Female Roommate needed .
1 6 -- Sedgw i c k ,
2 1 Type of pri c i ng 49 Rear of a
No lease, supernice apart
DOWN
t ragic hei ress
25 Fulda
saddle
ment- · Microwave, washer
17 U . S . bal l i s t i c
1 Ta rdy
·t ributa ry
50 " Ghos t s "
dryer, low rent. Call Connie
missile
2 Noted
,
26 Lasso
playwright
348-8 1 44 .
1 8 Economize
publ isher :
____ 1 1 1 6
27 C l a mps
51 Printer's
20 E mbrace
1 858- 1 935
28 Psychologist
One
female
s u b l easor
proof, for short
22 Scra p
needed for four person two
. Havelock -3 Sophis t i c ,
52 Tuckered out
23 G ri d i ron's
bedroom apartment. Call Kathi
29 W i nds from the 55 Indian
involved
Dawson
at 345-9 1 35.
a rgumentat ion
Alps
mounta i n pass
____ 1 / 1 7
24 Fall guy
4 " Hogan ' s
30 One of the
56 Sens ible
25 Corrodible
-·, " TV
Ba rrymores
57 Follower of
29 Pi lsener, for
series33 Gal of song
pluto or auto

' TV

Crossword

A
� ..

/'

one .
5 Cold-wea ther
31 Fol low
footwea r
32 Relative of
6 Together :
·
L i m burger
M us .
34 ' 1-- Hagen
G i rl , " Reagan
fi l m
3 8 " Beowu l f , "
e.g.
40 Reduce prices
drast ically
4 1 Home of the
Elis
42 Receipt , i n
Rei ms
43 " My Sister
- , " 1 942 film l'::":""-1'--t'45 Bee ' s fol lower
46 U . S . S . R . news
service
48 Relax
50 Qum native
53 Scampered
54 Is a member
57 Coquettish
manner
6 1 Quibble
63 Use a word
processor
64 Vi king name
65 Old I ndian
coins

35 Trite
36 Aweather's
opposite

58 G reek peak
59 B ridge
60 A n t i toxins
62 Officehol<ters

ti

For Rent

LARGE T H R E E
ROOM
F U R N ISHED APARTMENT,
MEN. Available Immediately.
345-4846 .
______ 1 /2 1
SUMMER
AND
FALL
APARTME NTS AVAI LABLE
NOW. Several good locations.
Phone 345- 7 7 46.
-------,.---1 100
Summer and fall, 2 bedroom
furnished . Heritage Woods
location .
Wil l
be newly
redecorated; 4 people. Year
lease. 348-7746.
_____ 1 /00

Report

error• lmmedletelJ a t 511 ·211 2. A
will •PPM' In the next -ltlon. Uni ...
cannot be reaponalble for an Incorrect ad aft•
lnurtlon. -Deadllne 2 p.m. prftloua day.

ti

Dorm size
available now.
7746.

refri gerators
Phone. 348-

Marantz Gold 1
stereo system. R
table, Speakers $45 ;
car AM, FM
reverse, Dolby $ 1
cedar chest $250.
7536.

1 /00
Apartment for Rent. Deposit,
no pets. Phone 345-9606 .
______ 1 / 1 4
Apartment for two. Quiet,
furnished, females preferred.
Close to campus. 1 542 4th St.
345- 1 685 .
______ 1 / 1 4
One bedroom trailer with
cable, water, and garbage
i n c l uded .
$ 1 60.
month .
Contact Mickey Bickers at
345-4508.
______ 1 / 1 4
MALE
SUBLEASER
WANTED Two months rent
FREE. Close to Campus. Own
Room. Call Mark 345- 1 327.
______ 1 / 1 3
_
DESPERATELY SEEKING
SUB-LEASER.
FURNISHED
HOUSE W/ FULL LIVNG
ROOM ,
DINING
ROOM ,
KITCHEN AND BATH . NICE
LOCATION
AND
REASONABLE RENT. CALL
J EANINE AFTER 3p.m. 345·
5 1 64.
______ 1 / 1 3
Need to sublease nice
Lincolnwood Apt. $ 1 50. mo. ,
own . r oom ,
low utilities.
Available Now! Call 345-2520
ask for De.
______ 1 / 1 5
Subleaser
n eeded
for
summer '86. Very nice one
bedroom apt. on Buchanan .
Call Laura 345-7379.
______ 1 / 1 6
FURNISHED HOUSE TWO
S E PARATE
B E DROOMS,
TWO MALE ROOMMATES
REQU ESTED, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS, $ 1 40 per person
per month . RON TARVIN 2 1 7·
345-3 1 00 , TOM MALAY 2 1 7·
348-8729.
____ 1 /24
PINETREE APT. SUBLEASE
AVAIL. FOR SPRING SEM.
CALL 348- 7629.
______ 1 / 1 3
2
Summer
Subleasers
needed for nice apartment
l_ocated one block from
campus. Call 345- 1 694.
______ 1 / 1 7
PINETREE APT. SU BLEASE
AVAIL. NOW. CALL 348·
7629.
_
_
_
_
_
"_
_
_ 1 /30
3 bedroom house , close to
campus, has 2 rooms open for
2 girls.
Prefer upperlevel
students or grads. Ph 345·
3232 days.
____ 1 /00
Rooms for women . 1 4 1 5
Seventh-6th house from
campus. 345·3845. $ 1 00
monthly, utilities included .
____ 1 / 1 7
____

Oak microwave
sale $75.00, will n
inch curtis mathis T. .
left on warranty.
348-8 1 44 . Is
needs to sell .
Beer Signs-Low
Lite
Neons.
Mil
Lowenbrau wall
other brands. Ch'
watches. Call 348-5
MARSHALL
HALF-STACK, Mint
$800 or best offer.
ask for Steve.
Is It True You Can
for $44 through
government? Get
today! Call 1 ·31 2·7
Ext. 8847 .

FOUND: A bro
leather glove.
Found in Decemb«
and ask for Diane.

��-�--Fo_r_S_a_le

LOST: Blue EIU
& keys form ASB
REW
return .
questions.
Kathryn/Maria.

...

Moving: 4 winter coats and
cloths for sale. Call 348- 8 1 44.
______ 1 / 1 5
INDOOR MOVING SALE at
8 4 4 c Street.
Mon day
9 : 00a. m . to 7 : 00p. m .
______ 1 / 1 3
AQUAR I U M :
20
gallon
hexagon with light, hood and
stand . $60. 345-4328 .
______ 1 / 1 5
A Project 1 80 watt per
channel receiver and t-table
with a pair of Jensen 45-LB 75
watt speakers $200.00. Ask
for Steve 348-0654.
____ 1 / 1 7
1 973 VW Super Beetle. Low
mileage. Body in good shape,
needs paint. 28/20mpg. New
battery. 4 speed manual. Runs
well. $ 1 200. 348-8407.
____ 1 / 1 7

FOUND: Male
white with tan
front claws, no
For more info.
567 7 .

l<J'
_

.:
-

---111!1

Anno

KEEP A
AND SAFE. Join
referal. 345-92

-Campus clips
Alpha Phi Omega will have a meeting
Monday, Jan . 1 3 at 5 : 30 p.m. in the Life
Science Building, room 2 0 1 . All members
please attend.
TKE Little Sisters will have a meeting 7 p . m . ,
Mon . , Jan . 1 3 at the TKE House.

See

a e 1 1 for a nswers

Campus Clips are published daily, free of
charge, as a public service to the campus. Clips
should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before date to
be published (or date of event). Information

should include event, name
organization (spelled out abbreviations) , date, time and
plus any other pertinent info
phone number of submitter m
Clips containing conflicting or
formation will not be run if su
contacted. Clips will be
available. Clips submitted after
day cannot be guaranteed publ
. be run one day only for any e
be taken by phone.

Report

errors lmmedi.tely at 581 ·211 2. A· correct ad
wtll appear In the next edition. Uni... notified, we
c.nnot be rMponalble for an Incorrect ad after lta first
lnaertlon. Deadline 2 p.m. prevloua day.

-.------

<J

A nnoUll c t- m t n c s

B e a part o f a New Begin·
ning-Alpha Sigma Alpha Rush
Parties Jan. 1 4 & 1 5 at
6 : 00p.m. For more info. call
345-6784.
-=::o:-:::-:---=""'=-:-:--=--:.,.,....,- 1 / 1 4
D E LTA z ETA, S : Wetcome
back! Hope everyone had a
great break. Just a reminder
that meeting will be tonight at
5 :30 in Phipps Lectu� Halt .
�emember to bring
your
magazine subscriptions. Love,
Chris.
______ 1 / 1 3
PARTY ON TOP OF ROCKS!
Help ring in the flew semester
with the Roses of Sigma Tau
Gamma Pledge class on Thurs.
night starting at 8 : 00p . m . .
____ 1 / l3
Where can you see Wham ,
Bruce
Spri ngste i n ,
'Tit
Tuesday, Michael Jackson and
More? At the Cheverolet Video
Party! Thurs. Jan . 1 6th from
8p.m.· 1 2 in The Subway.
-----��-_1 / 1 3
Alpha Sigma Alpha Rush
Parties are Jan . 1 4 & 1 5 at
6 :00p . m . For Rides & info . call
345-6784.
______ 1 / 1 3
E V E RY B O D Y
N E E DS
ONE ! ! !
A
M I LLER
WORKSHIRT! -CARLA 348·
0" 7 1 .
------ -1 / 1 7
�
All Business and P re
Business Majors spring rush
for Delta Sigma Pi Professional
Business Fraternity begins
Wednesday January 1 5 , watch
for ad in Eastern News for
more details.
____

1 /14

Alpha Sigma Alpha Rush
parties are Jan . 14 & 1 5 at
6 :00p .m. For Rides & Info .
Call 345-6 784.
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Doonesbury

1/13

PARTY-Come join the men of
Sigma .Pi and the lovely ladies
of Sigma Sigma Sigm tonight at
the Sigma Pi open house . Tee
off is at 8 : 0 0 at the Sigma Pi
house .

1 /1 3

C o n g ra t u lations
D e b bie
Pippitt on being inducted into
SCJ . Love Your Alpha Sigma
Alpha Sisters.
____ 1 /13
Start off your New Year by
coming to the Alpha Sigma
Alpha Rush Parties. Jan. 14 &
15 at 6 : 00p .m. For more info.
call 345-6784.
----�-1
-- /13
Tropical Tanning: Students
tan for $3.55, 201 Richmond
East, Mattoon. 234· 71- 4 1 .
____1/00
__

PHI
SIGMA
SIGMA,
remember motivation seminar
tomorrow at 6 : 30 .
______ 1 / 1 3
-COLLEGIATE BUSINESS
WOM E N-Our meeting is
scheduled
for
Tuesday,
January 1 4 at 6p.m. BH 307.
Important business to discuss,
so please attend.
______ 1 /1 3
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Bears , ·Patriots wi l l both be newcomers to Su per Bo

By The Aasociated Presa
For 1 6 weeks of the National Football League
season, the Chicago Bears were being touted-and
touting themselv�s-as a Super Bowl team. On
Sunday, they got there.
S,o did the New England Patriots, who continued
their remarkable postseason run by ending an 1 8game jinx in Miami's Orange Bowl.
On Jan. 26 irf'New Orleans, the Bears and Patriots
make their Super Bowl debuts . Chicago got there
with a 24-0 victory over the Los Angeles Rams,
becoming the only team to post consecutive shutouts
·

Bear s_
·

in NFL playoff' history. New England became the
first club to win three straight postseason road games
in the Super Bowl chase, recording its first triumph in
Miami since 1 966 by downing the Dolphins 3 1 - 1 4 .
It will be Only the fourth time in league history that
both the NFC and AFC champions have never been
to the Super Bowl-it happened in the first year, of
course, 1 967 , and again in 1 969 (Jets-Colts) and 1 982
(49ers-Bengals).
And i t will b e a rematch of the second game of the
year, when the host Bears downed the Patriots 20-7 .
"When w e played them the second game of the

from page 1 &

_
_
_
_
_

catching three passes for a meaningless
I 0 yards and fumbling twice, LA losing
one of them .
The much-maligned Brock was even
less of a factor. The Bears were in his
face all day, sacking him three times,
hurrying him far more often and
holding him t o completions o n 1 0 o f 3 1
passes for 66 yards. McMahon, despite

.1
seven passes for 48 yards.
' ' These guys believe in themselves, ' ' '
said Payton . "They rallied around all
year, everybody dedicated themselves
to go further than the championship
game . . . There was no way we would be
denied after the San Francisco game
I
last year (for the conference title) . "

·

season, w e thought a t that time they were the
football team we had seen coming out of prese
said Coach Mike Ditka, whose Bears registered
sacks and took advantage of four turnovers ag
New England.
"They have good balance and I think they play
game the way it's supposed to by played. They
what it takes to beat you . "
"We have played u p t o our capabilities, " Pa
coach Ray Berry said of his club. " But the
have been a dominating team . We know we'll
playing the best . "

Ram s r efu se to blame re fs

CHICAGO (AP)-The Los Angeles
Rams refused to blame the officials 'in
Sunday' s 24-0 loss to the Chicago
Bears in the NFC Championship game
in windy Soldier Field .
The Rams lost at least two op
portunities to score in the first half.
when they trailed just 1 0-0, on con

Dickerson, who trampled Dallas
with an NFL playoff-record 248 yards similar pressure and three sacks, , troversial calls by the officials.
eight days ago, likewise was held in completed 1 6 of 25 passes for 1 64
In the second quarter, running back
check, gaining 46 yards on 1 7 carries, yards.
Eric Dickerson appeared to gain over

LOSE 2D

UGLY

POUNDS!

CUT OFF YOUR HEAD

OR TRY MY -- ••snAD.

-JIMMY JOHN�S
GOURMET SUBS

'TU. BRlllG ._. TO ya••

545·1075

1 0 yards on a run in a third and
situation. But the officials spotted
ball for a 9-yard gain and the
punted.
"I thought that was a pretty
call , ' ' said Dickerson, who was h
just 46 yards rushing after gaining
last week against Dallas.

"Let's not talk about the offici
Rams Coach John Robinson

Pitc hers
s1. 1s

I

Al l DAY
Al l N I G HT

ARROW TRAVEL
6 20 W . Lincoln '
West Park Plaza

W i n ter Sa l e s
F rom C ham p a i g n
•1 58°0
Round trip to

.

Houst on , San Anton io , Tampa, Orland o
New Orlean s , New York, Denve r , .
Wash ington , Ft . Meye rs

I

THE IEST IURGEI AND IEST PllCE
THIS SIDI OF llOME!

SO RO RITY or
FRATE RN ITY with
The Most Bottle Ca ps
A t 1 2 :00 Wins
\

·

.A

Keg

Dom esdc Dottle

$.75 1

\

l

What's as special tasti ng as a Dai ry Queen· treat? The
"homestyle" Double Burger from Dai ry Queen .
It's a whole one third pound of pure beef that
looks, cooks and tastes homemade .
And now you get all that hearty, homestyle
taste for just 99¢ .
Bite i nto our thick, juicy Double Burger
We think you' l l agree, it's the best
burger th is side of home!
Try one soon at a participating Dairy Queen·
Brazier · store near you .

Wl ,_. YOU ..HT� ·
20 State St . . 1 0:3� am · 9:0Q_p�

; AM D . Q . Corp./1 984

;

.

Monday, January
____

relied on steals and pass deflections to
-half comeback.
'that area of the game was the key, "
"We didn't shoot the ball consistently
need to on the road.
ink we rebounded really well. In fact,
ounded 52-35, that's really poor. "
had what i t needed in the game' s
'ding minutes.
ban Harris basket had put Northern
one point, Duckworth hit a turn-aroun 9
the Panthers a 65-64 lead with 1 :59 left .
a Kraayenbrink miss, Evans picked up a
drove the court and found Duckworth
lay-in that boosted Eastern' s lead to 67•

1 3, 1

986

.. 3

from page 1 6

"We felt like we needed to put pressure on them , "
Samuels said. · " We anticipated that Kraayenbrink
would take the shot. ' '
Senior Doug Crook, who shot j ust 3-of- 1 2 from
the UNI-Dome floor, came up with a key play when
he tied up Kraayenbrink on a scramble for a loose
ball with only one second showing on the clock.
Although the ball was awarded to Northern Iowa
on the alternate possession, Kraayenbrink's last- ·
ditch effort fell off the rim to give Eastern the vic
tory.
"Getting that first conference win on the road is
important," Samuels said. " Hopefully, we can
parlay it into other wins. ' '
Eastern (67)

Iowa, however, cut the lead to 67-66 as
-in a Kraayenbrink jumper with 24
'ning.
failed on a chance to increase the
d with 21 seconds left as he missed a
throw.
a timeout, Northern Iowa set up for its
e-winning shot.
meanwhile, chose to set Eastern in a
defense instead of packing back into a

Crook 3 0-0 6, Collins 6 2-5 1 4 , K. Duckworth 1 0 2-6 26,
Vance 2 0 - 1 4 , Evans 4 2-3 1 0 , West O 0-0 0 , Taylor 3 1 -2 7 ,
Murphy 2 0-0 4 , Strickland 0 0·0 0 , Beck 0 0-0 0 . Totals 30 7- 1 7
67.
Northern Iowa (66)
Plondke 6 1 -2 1 3 , Robinson 7 0-0 1 4 , Williams O 0-0 0 ,
McGrath o 0 - 0 O , Nurse 0 0-0 0 , Kraayenbrink 9 3 - 4 2 1 , Harri s 4
0-0 8, Henderkott 1 0-0 2 , McDermott 4 0-0 8. Totals 3 1 4-6 66.
Rebounds-Eastern 35 ( Duckworth 9), N . Iowa 52 .
Steals-Eastern 8 ( Evans 2, Crook 2 ) , N. Iowa 6 .
Blocks-Eastern (Duckworth 3 ) , N . Iowa 1 . Assists-Eastern 1 9 ,
N. Iowa 2 0 . Halftime-N. Iowa 39, Eastern 32 .
A-2 ,602.

ork' fan clu b needs members

students looking fc ,· a chance to become
ved in Panther home basketball games
opportunity.
Director John Seketa has announced
students can now join the Panthers'
Pizza-sponsored campus fan club
The Network. ·

All Network members receive a fan club t�shirt for
their $3 membership fee along with special-section
seating at the games.
"The $3 is only to cover the cost of the t-shirt,"
Seketa said.
For additional information, students should
contact Seketa at 5 8 1 -23 1 9.
·

:Panth ers re ne\v
'

old state rivalry

Monday in Lantz
Eastern will renew its intrastate rivalry with
Western Illinois at 7 : 30
- p. m. Monday in Lant z
Gym.
Western leads the all-time series by a 78-65
margin . The Leathernecks won both regular
season games last year, but Eastern rebounded
with a 74-67 victory in the semifinals of the
AMCU tournament.
Both Eastern and Western are 1 -0 in AMCU
actioh this season. The Panthers tipped Northern
Iowa and Western upended Southwest Misso u r i
State Saturday.
"Western is always tough for us," Eastern
coach Rick Samuels said. "Their transition game
and quickness on defense could give us some
trouble. "
Despite Western's speed, .Samuels doesn 't
anticipate changing his gameplan very much.
" (We don't plan) anything very drastic as far
as changes go, " Samuels said. "We' ll try and
take advantage of our inside size and get the ball
to Kevin Duckworth . "
Eastern has posted 1 7 wins in its last 1 9 games
in Lantz Gym. Western, however, handed one of
those two losses to the Panthers last sea.son.
The Panthers will also look to lift its home
" record to 5-0 with a victory Monday.

""'-'

-by Dan Verdun

A9U-I Qua' lifying To�rnamet:its
hz:J!Jl!Q•..
for mens and womens
Bowling Team and 8-Ball Pool.

,

fo r

Robert Patrick's

Qualifying for B owling will consist of 8
games . · Four games will be bowled ort
Thurs . , Jan . 23rd and four games on Fri . ,
Jan . 24th at 5 : 00 pm . both days . Top 6
men & 6 women will qualify to · go to
Regional Tournament Feb . 7 , 8 . & 9 at
N . I . U . cost for qualifying round will be
$6 . 00 . Sign up and pay entry fee before
January 22nd .
•

NNEDY'S CHILDREN
7:00 p. m .

.

Tuesd ay, January 1 4

,

and

Wedn esday, January 1 5 .

Qualifying for 8-Ball Pool Tournament
... will be a single eliminati_o n tournament with
each match being the best 4 out of 7 starting
on Jan . 2 1 st . rhe winner will advance to
Regional Tour.n ament Feb. 7 , 8 , g· at N . I . U .
Cost for qualifier will be $2 . 00 on entry fee
plus l/2 pool time . Sign up & pay entry fee
before Jan . 20th .

i n the Theatre
Doud na F i ne Arts Cente r

•

Scri pts are avai lab l e i n the
Theatre A rts Office (FAT-1 05)
o r Contact Debo rah Gwisdal la
t 581 -31 1 0 for fu rther i nformatio n.

·LOoking for bargains?

·

.

Check the classified ads !

-

Jv\on_��, _January 11 3 , t 986
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Lady cagers· ' defense cr� m bles i n 68-56 loss SI U
Saluki jinx hits 1 6 straight g?fll es·

Panthers probably wished would never
have come. The Salukis rattled off
It's always been said that defense is eight consecutive points to open the
the . bottom line to winning. After half and held Eastern without a basket
Saturday night' s contest against for over three minutes.
"They double-teamed Hynd in the
Southern Illinois, Eastern's women's
basketball team\vill certainly attest to second half, ' ' Eastern coach Barbara
Hilke said, " and we just kept trying to
that.
What has carried the Panthers all force it into �er. That's when we
season suddenly failed them in the · needed to step up and take the outside
second half in a matchup of the . shot."
Hynd was limited to just four points
Gateway Conference' s top two
defensive clubs. Principally speaking, in the ' second half as the Salukis
it was plain basics that proved to be converged on Eastern' s inside game
' and forced numerous turnovers. That's
Eastern's unravelling.
Behind a career-high 28 points from when Southern's physical play took
Bridgett Bonds, Southern shredded over, although Hynd didn'. t feel it was
Eastern's defense with a second-half . a factor.
onslaught that saw the SaJukis pull
"I don't think they overpowered ·
away from a halftime deadlock and us," Hynd said of the bulkier SIU
forwards. ' 'That . wasn't really the
breeze to a 68-56 victory.
The loss snapped a six-game winning problem. Their rebounding did it . "
" We have t o work hard t o defense
streak for the Panthers, who slipped t o
10-3 ()verall and 2- 1 in the Gateway. that kind of size, ' ' Hllke said. "We
Eastern has now lost its last 16 weren't playing �efensive principles in
meetings againstthe Salukis. Southern, that second half. But basically, it was
which won its sixth straight, moved to - one person who killed us. ' '
That one person was the 5-1 1 Bonds,
8-3 and stayed atop the Gateway at 3-0.
The two teams were nearly identical who was all but unstoppable inside,
: in the first half, which ended in a 30-30 particularly in the second half. The
tie. With center Sue Hynd able to sophomore scored 20 of her game-high
control the middle with 1 2 first-half 28 points in that frame. For the game,
points, the Panthers appeared ready to , Bonds connected on 1 1 of 1 5 shots
break their long drought against the from the floor and led �he Salukis with
eight rebounds.
Salukis.
" We made her look like an AllBut then came halftime, which the
American, ' ' Hilke said. " We let her do
Southern (88)
what she wanted to on the baseline.
Jenkins 3 O·O 6 , Jackson 5 �-5 1 4 , Kattreh 3
o-o 6, Bonds 1 1 6·8 28, Berguis 2 0-0 4 ,
That's the story."
Wallace 1 0-0 2 , Kamp\yerth 1 0·0 2 • Fitzpatrick
With Southern leading 43 - 3 7
2 2·3 6 . TotQIS. 2 8 1 2· 1 6 68.
midway
through the second half, a
Eastern (58)
three-point play by forward Chris
Bonsett 5 o-o 1 0, Hatfield 3 2·2 8, Aldridge 5
1 · 1 1 1 , Tyler 4 1 ·2 9, Hynd 8 0-0 1 6 , Newman Aldridge brought the Panthers back
o o-o o, Hamilton 1 O·O 2. Walsh o O·O
. o. Totals into the game 43-40.
26 4·5 56.
" I thought at that point we could get
Rebounds-Eastern 32 (Aldridge 9), SIU 34
some momentum going,' ' Hilke sa.i d.
(Bonds 8). Steals-Eastern 6, SIU 1 o (Bonds
But the Panthers would get no closer
5). Assists-Eastern 2 1 (Ratfield 7), SIU 1 9
(Jackson 7). Halftime-Eastern 30, SIU 30 .
from t hat point on as Southern kept
By JEFF L.ONG

Sports editor
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Guard Melanie Hatfield puts up a shot in the Panthers' 68-56 loss to So
Illinois Saturday in Lantz Gym. It was Eastern's first Gateway Conference I
the season.
the jinx on Eastern . The Panthers will two games, playing at Bradley
have one more shot at Southern on Thursday and at Western on Satur
Thursday's game can be heard
Feb. 7 in Carbondale.
Eastern will hit the road for its next WLBH-FM (97) beginning at 5:25 p
·

The ·men of

�<I>

would like to invite
all interested men

to come and party western style
�ith the l�veiy ladies of

TONIGHT ! !
7 : 30 p . m . Lantz

starts at

Bring
your
Towel !

8 : 30

AZ

For Rides and Informati on

can

345-9884

Reach o ut and .t ouch someo n e
With
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t i ers sweep pa i r to r e m a i n u n defeated
.. . 'd!Hlff

ff over Christmas break didn't affect
rs, as the Panthers put on a strong
ing two dual meets this weekend

'

wered Missouri 24-1 5 Friday, then
eat Central Missouri State 33-10 on
holds an unblemished 5-0 record in
'pating how we'd wr�stle, in terms of
tern coach Ralph McCausland said.
look like we were in very good shape,
composure and came through in the
ed. "
four wrestlers that went undefeated
(1 18) won his Friday match by a
·n. Sterr then went on to pin Central
Morton with 1 3 seconds remaining in
two victories, Sterr improved his
S-9.

eith Presley ( 1 50) overwhelmed
Hayes 1 1 -1 on Friday. Presley then
· ning ways by pinning Kevin Klemm
uri in the second period.
sweep made Presley's overall record
land (1 58), who hold's Eastern' s best
at 1 8-2, continued his quest for Allby defeating Pat Jensen of
McFarland toppled Central
Anderson by a 1 9-7 victory.
(167) was Eastern's final two-time
weekend.
ted Mizzou' s Jim Hardy 1 1 -6 on
wed that win by pinnj ngJim Alfano
uri Saturday.
ed weekend for Porter improved his
y,

MICHAEL SIT ARZ I Photo editor

Easter n ' s D ean Souder ( 1 34) struggles to escape
fro m Central M issouri 's Robert Burrows Saturday at

individual record to 1 6-4, second only to McFarland
Freshman Dean Souder ( 1 34) won a 5-4 decision
on Friday against Mis�ouri's Kurt Lage, only to lose
in his match Saturday to Robert Burrows. The split
made Souder' s record 7-7 .
Eastern' s Paul Cysewski ( 1 42) won Friday 8- 1 , but
was on the losing end of a 5-0 decision Saturday
against Mark Danner. Cysewski's overall record
stands at 7-7 .

Lantz Gym . The Panth ers won their fifth straight dual .
meet with a

·

33- 1 O win over CMS U .

Marty Molina ( 1 77) suffered a defeat at the hands
of Missouri 9-5 . Molina, however, came back with a
strong performance Saturday defeating his Mike
Hammer 9-0 .
Heavyweight Demetrius Harper struggled Friday
to a draw with Mike Kleb of Missouri. Harper then
came back Saturday with an 1 1 -6 victory over
Central Missouri's Larry Eide. Harper improved his
record to 1 3-5-3.

·�·-""·
emics, i nteg rity top items for NCAA convention
position.
A major academic proposal involves
modification of a controversial rule
tqat sets specific standards for
prospective college athletes while they
are still in high school.
A number of schools, primarily
those with high minority enrollment,
are asking for a softening of those
requirements, which involves stan
dards for ACT test scores and grade
p,oint average. The compromise, ex
pected to pass, will lower the high
school student's ACT requirement as
their grade point average increases,
and vice versa. Eastern will vote in
favor of the proposal, Johnson said . .
"I think it' s a good modification, "
Johnson . said. "It will help the high
schools in terms of flexibility and
guidance, and provides a little more of

'nistrators will be ready
�e NCAA opens its 80th
tion Monday in New
most prominent issues to
at the three-day con
academics, drug testing
aid. In an effort to clean
letics, the NCAA has
to concentrate on
.education at this year' s
tern athletic director
said he was still un
al of the issues prior to
y, there are some
hich Johnson, President
and associate athletic
aap had already taken a
-

EBA C K
DI NG

•

: Fri., Sat.,
and Mon.
to Dusk
nlight rides
le includes
de fire . . .

a sliding scale. It gives minonues a
better chance to gq to college.
Drug testing is an issue that will have
the ears of Eastern's administrators.
Johnson said they have adopted the
wait-and-see attitude before taking a
position.
The p roposal establishes· a list of
drugs which would be banned for
NCAA athletes and calls for all
athletes to consent to testing with
written statements.
"It' s good in that we're facing a
problen:i that is really there, ' ' Johnson
said. "It' s bad from a financial
standpoint. There are a lot of nebulous
drug lists and we need to resolve some
of the procedures. "
' One o f several financial aid
proposals to be discussed involves
moving guidelines for Division I
·

schools from the constitution to the
bylaws.
" Nobody seems to know for sure
why they want to do that , " Johnson
said. " It appears they want it so- we
could have ways to give more aid, but
we're against that. We' ve finally begun
to get things under control and we'd
like it to stay that way. ' '
Johnson added that Eastern is
against proposals which would
disallow schools to count indoor track
as a sport, thus eliminating the indoor
national track meet, and one that
would set up tryouts for potential
recruits.
·"we don't like the idea of · holding
tryouts, mainly because of the fa ct that
there are a lot of over-zealous .
boosters," Johnso n said.
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Bears ru m�ble i nto Su per Bowl X
D

"
CHICAGO (AP)- efiant Jim
McMahon ran and passed for a pair of
touchdowns and the Chicago defense
pounded out an NFL-record second
straight playoff shutout Sunday as the
Bears thundered into thier first Super
Bowl with a 24-0 victory over the Los .
Angeles Rams .
The Bears, the NFL's best team this
season at 1 5- 1 , will face the New
England Patriots at New Orleans on
Jan . 26.
The victory over the Rams in the
NFC Championship game came one
week after the Bears had throttled the
New York Giants 2 1 -0-and one year
after their ignomious 23-0 loss to San
Francisco in the NFC title game.
Never before had a team recorded
consecutive playoff shutouts en route
to the Super Bowl . Now the Bears can
shoot for three in a row and another
record. No Super B ow l has ended in a

Berry preview
matchup in New Orleans, page 1 2
• Dltka,

McMahon.
"We did it this year, all year, as a
team, and we played hard, " Coach
Mike Ditka said. " I give the Rams all
the credit in the world . . . we had our
work cut out, we made some ' breaks
early and they held up. "
With Sunday' s victory, started in a
near-balmy (for Chicago) 39 degrees
and concluded in unexpected sriow, the
Bears earned the inaugural George
Halas Trophy, a fitting tribute to the
team Papa Bear built more than half a
century ago.
The Bears' defense put its own
imprimatur on this game when, with
less _than three minutes to play,
defensive end Richard Dent led . a
charge of linemen and linebackers that
buried Rams quarterback Dieter Brock
and stripped him of the ball.

shutout.
"If our defense plays like that in the Linebacker Wilbur Marshall picked it
Super Bowl, we won't lose," said , up and rumbled 52 yards into the end

zone, breaking an Eric Dickerson
tackle along the way for the final,
emphatic touchdown .
McMahon , the cult-figure quar
terback with the punk-rock hairdo and
wraparound sunglasses, added to his
ensemble
a
headband
with
' ROZELLE' hand-lettered across the

front, his response to a fine levied
against him by NFL Commissioner
Pete Rozelle for having worn a
headband last week with a prominent
bra.nd name visible.
The first time the Bears got the ball,

McMahon blasted them 56
across the Soldier Field turf in j
plays, taking barely three minu
started with passes of 20 yards
end Emery Moorehead and 19
receiver Willie Gault and finis
his own 1 6-yard touchdown sp ·
into the game .
On the Bears' second poss
the second half, and alr eady o
1 0-0 lead built on Kevin Bu
yard field goal, McMahon [
an eight-play-, S2-yard march.
climaxed by his 22-yard pass
wide-open Gault in the left
the end zone with 8:04 gone in
period .
Along the way, on a fourth
at the Rams' 35-yard line, M
passed 1 3 yards to Walter Pa
fi rs t dow n.
As a runner, Payton wasn't

a factor in the game. The N
time leading rusher gained
yards on 1 8 carries. But he
(See BEARS, page 1 2)

Cagers dod
late b u l let to

. -

B y DAN VERDUN

Assistant sports editor

Did

you, score that?

Eastern 's Todd Sterr looks to the referee in his
match against ·. Central M issouri State' s Todd
Petery . Eastern topped M i ssouri on Friday and

MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo editor

came back to beat Central M issouri on Saturday
to stay unbeaten at 5-0 on the season . See
story , page 1 5.
•

Patriots turn fum bles into AFC title
M I AMI (AP)-The N ew the Patriots became the first team
England Patriots turned their ever to qualify for the Super Bowl
" t eam of destiny" label into by winning three playoff games on
reality Sunday, getting 24 points the . road. They will be the third
from four fumble recoveries and wild-card team�Oakland in the
three s ho rt touchdown passes . 1 980 .season and Dallas in 1 975
from Tony Eason to qualify for were the others-to qualify for the
the Super 1 Bowl by beating the NFL's title game.
;
Miami Dolphins 3 1 - 1 4 in the AFC
I ii . ensuring that Miami would
C hamp ionsh ip; game.
nqt make a return trip to the Supr

·

The victory ended an 1 8-game
New England losing streak in . the
Orange Bowl and was the first
defeat in• AFC title games for the
Dolphins;- who were hoping to
q u alify for a record sixth Super
Bowl appearance.
In beating Miami in the Orange
,Bowl for the first time since 1 966 ,

on the first play of each half to set
up 1 0 points. They picked up
another fumble in the second
quarter to set up another score
and clinched_ the game on a 45yard drive following a fou rth
fumble.

They also got a key interception
by Fred Marion to end a third
quarter drive that could have put
Bowl, the Patriots continued the the Dolphins back in the game.
opportunistic
play that
had . Ray Claybor;n also picked off a
produced three touchdowns on ·pass in the final period.
New England led 17-7 at
fumble returns in their last four
games.
halftime, then got a quick
True to predictions by both touchdown after Greg Hawthorne
coaches that the team that got recovered Lorenzo Hampton's
more turnovers would win , the fumble on the first play of the
Patriots recovered Miami fumbles second half.
·

·

CEDAR FALLS, Iowa-If Saturday's As
of Mid-Continent Universities' opener
indication of things to come for Eastern,
thers had better have strong hearts.
Eastern dodged a bullet in the form of
Kraayenbrink jumper that bounded off the
buzzer to hold off Northern Iowa 67
AMCU opener for both teams.
The win boosted Eastern's record to 9
and 1 -0 in the AMCU. Northern Iowa slip
overall and 0-1 in conference play.
"It was a hard-fought win,. ' ' Eastern c
Samuels said. "We were in the hole m
game, (and we) finally caught them midwa
the second half. "
Eastern had to overcome a 39-32 halfti
and stretches that had the Panthers down
1 1 points to Northern Iowa to post the win.
Senior center Kevin Duckworth paced t
the Panthers by scoring 22 points and pul
nine rebounds.
Duckworth shot 1 0-for-1 5 from th e ti
along with a pair of free throws.
Panther forward Jon Collins, slowed
injury that has bothereq him m uch of t
added 1 4 points · and point guard No
chipped in 1 0 .
Kraayenbrink's perfo�mance, however,
large role in the contest.
The senior swin_gman +,.ho entered the
AMCU' s leading ·scorer shot just 9-for
· field, including his game-deciding miss at
·

·

" That ' s really a poor night for Rand
brink and boy we needed it because if
those shots went in, it' s one point the
Samuels said .
Despite his sub-par shooting
Kraayenbrink still managed to pace No
scoring with 2 1 points . '
, Sophomore guard artd Thornton
product Lamont Robinson added 14
reserve Scott Plondke tbssed in 1 3 for
Panthers.
�
Eastern, which shot just 4 1 percent f
(See CAGERS, page 1 3)

